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Abstract. This, propose scheme suggests multi analyses method on the files
uploaded to the file sharing site for tracking down the circulating area and the
source of real-time attack. The propose scheme is divided into the method for
real-time analysis for real-time tracking and the method of cooperative analysis
method for non-real time analysis. By allowing the supervisors to choose the
relevant analyses method selectively, we can conduct variable analyses
depending on the network threat.
Keywords: Cyber-attack, Web Security, File analysis, log analysis, Global
Cooperation
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Introduction

While the rapid advancement of the internet provides diversified communication
and services the social elements, there is also an increasing number of cyber-attacks
ranging from DDoS(Distributed Denial of Service) attack to the illegal leakage of
user privacy against certain social infrastructure, leading to the social chaos[1].
Especially, in the process that many users use the file sharing system universally, the
illegal user with malicious purpose distributes files, making normal user's zombie PC,
therefore utilizing it as network invasion attack[2][3]. Thus, tracking the attack source
and web site is utmost needed in social chaotic situation, however, there exists
limitations to the trace technology that is reliable and in real time, it is problematic to
the social integration[4][6]. In particular, known malignant code can be blocked by
existing network security system, on the other hand, it is required that we need to
conduct a practical analysis on suspicious unknown malignant file [5]. Therefore, this
paper proposes the method that can analyze independently each type of files that are
uploaded to the file sharing site. Also, we distinguished between the real-time
analysis and non-real-time analysis, thus enabling detailed analysis. For this, the
second section proposes improved file analyses for tracking the attack source. Finally,
the third section derives the conclusion and provides a direction to the follow-up
studies.
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2 Improved file analyses for Real-time attack source
2.1

Assumptions

For the file multi analyses method to trace the web-based real-time attack source,
we make the assumptions as the following:
- Web-based file sharing site has the information on the known attack source or
black list (IP, ID, MAC) of web site registered as Rule in advance.
- Database on Header signature, Footer signature and BFD to known files is
constructed in advance.
2.2
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1) Pattern test
Pattern test consists of Simple test and SMART test as such:
A) Simple test
① Based on known Rule, simple test registers IP, ID or MAC of previously
known black list in advance and executes black list-based Rule test
② In case the new file is uploaded, vaccine program installed at file sharing site
detects it on the basis of reputation and notifies reputation-based detected 1 files.
③ If the file that needs reputation-based detection is uploaded, fuzzy theory is used
for Rule-based comparing and searching as such:
Ⓐ If unknown file is uploaded, we define the fitness on 𝑅𝑘 as the following:
𝑢𝑘 (𝑃𝑖 ) = 𝑢𝑘1 (𝑃1 ) ∙ 𝑢𝑘2 (𝑃2 ) ∙ … ∙ 𝑢𝑘𝑛 (𝑃𝑖𝑚 )
We decide result class 𝐶𝑘 and certainty 𝑔𝑐𝑘 on a fuzzy set 𝑀𝑘𝑗 . According to
the fitness of fuzzy rule 𝑅𝑘 ,
𝛽𝑐 =

�

𝑃𝑖 ∈𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐶

𝑢𝑘 (𝑃𝑖 ), (𝐶 = 1,2, … , 𝑛)

We decide a class (c′) that has the maximum amount of the sum of fitness on result
class 𝐶𝑘 of fuzzy rule 𝑅𝑘 , then we calculate 𝛽𝑐′ = max{𝛽1 , 𝛽2 , … , 𝛽𝑛 } . If we
cannot decide c′, we define 𝐶𝑘 as dummy class(empty class)
Ⓑ The certainty of all dummies is set as 𝑔𝐶𝑘 = 0 and the certainty on other rules
is defined as such :
�
∑
𝛽
𝛽 −𝛽
𝑔𝐶 = 𝑛𝑐′ , 𝛽̅ = 𝑐≠𝑐′ 𝑐
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Ⓒ We can guarantee the certainty of Rule based on current network information
by defining 𝑔𝐶𝑘 in the option field
1

Through the user's reputation information, the technology confirms the credibility of
unknown files and detects the dangerous elements, providing the reputation information after
mining data and evaluating the reputation. Nowadays, mainly anti-virus programmed adopts
that technology and utilizes it in the analysis and detection of virus.
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Ⓓ After defining 𝑔𝐶𝑘 in the option field, data on each of option value σ(N) are
calculated as the following. We calculate the data σ(N) on each of option value as
the following and decide whether we generate the trace log on uploaded file according
to σ(N).
1
𝜎(𝑁) >
1
1
1
2
σ(N) = ∏𝑝|𝑁 �1 − (𝑝−1)2� ∏𝑝|𝑁 �1 + (𝑝−1)3� > , �
1
2
𝜎(𝑁) ≤
1

2

If σ(N) > , then we do not generate trace log. If we do not generate trace log,
2

1

post uploaded file to the server and σ(N) ≤ , we send the attack source and web site
2
for generating trace log on this.

B) SMART test
SMART test analyze behavior analysis process based on unique format that each of
file has as following:
① The uploader uploads Sample.jpg file to the file sharing site.
② File sharing site checks Header signature and Footer signature of uploaded
Sample.jpg file.
JPEG’s Header signature: “FF D8 FF ED”
③ If the signature of uploaded file and known signature are the same, we upload
and post that file to the board. If it is not the same Header signature, we use BFA
(Byte Frequency Analysis) algorithm to extract the specific pattern of BFD(Byte
Frequency Distribution) depending on types of the same file
④ The frequency distribution for extracting a specific BFD pattern is as such:
(𝑂𝐹𝑃𝑆 × 𝑃𝑁𝐹) + 𝑁𝐹𝑆
NFPS =
𝑃𝑁𝐹 + 1
•
NFPS(New File Print Score), OFPS(Old File Print Score), PNF(Previous
Number of Files), NFS(New File Score)
⑤ After calculating the frequency distribution for extracting a specific pattern of
that uploaded file, we decide whether to generate trace log on that file depending on
types of file through the comparison of identification DB of known BFD.

3

Conclusions

The rapid advancement of the internet makes it possible the real-time information
sharing of the data, supporting the diversity and universality of user approach and
providing enhanced information service. Especially, web-based file sharing site has a
strong point that the user can be provided with the information whatever and
whenever he or she wants, however, the analysis of the uploaded file is needed since
it is used as an attack web site of network invasion attack. Therefore, proposed
scheme suggests file multi analyses that can be utilized in the web-based file sharing
site for constructing the trace system. To generate the trace log that is required in the
trace system of the attack source and web site, the proposed scheme suggests the
method for real-time cooperative analysis on the uploaded file in the web-based file
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sharing site. Also, depending on the types of network security, it is possible not only
to process it in real time but also to analyze it in detail, which enables the application
on the attack source and web site through the analysis on the file itself.
In the future, proposed scheme will departmentalize the proposed scheme and design
the optimum analyses schedule for the real-time and non-real-time analysis and
minimizing calculation overhead according to each of analysis method.
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